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The Sustainability and Engagement Team (the “Team”) undertook the following engagement actions during February 2021:

Calls, Meetings and Correspondence with Issuers:    

The Team engaged with the below issuers following research on the company. 

1. Henry Schein, Inc. (ticker symbol HSIC):  HSIC provides health care products and services to dental practitioners 
and laboratories, animal health clinics, and other care clinics. The Vice President, Investor Relations responded to the 
Team’s engagement email. She indicated HSIC is considering a report in line with the SASB standard in the future. 
HSIC also agreed to the World Economic Forum (WEF) proposal asking companies to set a target to achieve net zero 
GHG emissions by 2050 or sooner, and HSIC committed to the WEF’s Stakeholder Capitalism Metrics and Alliance of 
CEO Climate Leaders. Additionally, HSIC tracks and analyzes diversity statistics and will consider the Team’s feedback 
on the importance of disclosing EEO-1 data.

2. Forward Air Corporation (ticker symbol FWRD):  FWRD is an asset-light freight and logistics company. The Team 
emailed FWRD following research on FWRD. The Team sought an update on the status of FWRD’s sustainability efforts 
and inquired if FWRD will publish a sustainability report in accordance with GRI, SASB, or TCFD. The Team cited 
topics to include in the disclosure, such as whistleblower line claims; gender and ethnic diversity information; training 
opportunities for employees; safety statistics and a description of the safety program; supplier oversight; and GHG 
emissions, energy usage, GHG and energy intensity, environmental incidents, use of renewable energy, waste, and 
water statistics. The Team noted FWRD’s corporate governance is generally good but encouraged FWRD to have an 
independent Chairman. 

3. The Hackett Group, Inc. (ticker symbol HCKT):  HCKT is a strategic advisory and technology consulting firm. The 
Team emailed HCKT following research on HCKT. The Team noted HCKT does not disclose information about its 
sustainability efforts and inquired if HCKT will provide disclosure. The Team encouraged HCKT to eliminate the 
classified board, elect an independent Chairman, and allow shareholders to call a special meeting at a threshold of no 
higher than 25%. The Team also noted that HCKT’s board lacks gender diversity.

4. First Merchants Corporation (ticker symbol FRME):  FRME is the financial holding company for First Merchants 
Bank, which provides community banking services. The Team emailed FRME following updating research on FRME. 
The Team noted FRME still lacks sustainability reporting and inquired about FRME’s timeframe for producing 
disclosure. The Team also encouraged FRME to eliminate the classified board structure. The Vice President, Director of 
Corporate Administration responded and indicated FRME is working on a report with sustainability details, and there is 
additional disclosure around human capital management and ESG in the 10-K and Proxy Statement.
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5. EMCOR Group, Inc. (ticker symbol EME):  EME provides electrical and mechanical construction and facilities services. 
The Team emailed EME following research on EME. The Team noted EME has some sustainability disclosure but with 
deficiencies. The Team indicated it was not clear how extensive EME’s sustainability operations are and suggested 
disclosing the percentage of revenue attributable to sustainable projects. The sustainability report did not follow 
a recognized standard and lacked diversity and environmental data. The Team also sought a statement regarding 
the risks and opportunities related to climate change and information about supplier oversight. Finally, the Team 
recommended EME appoint an independent Chairman. The Team has a call with EME scheduled for March.

6. ProAssurance Corporation (ticker symbol PRA):  PRA provides property and casualty insurance and reinsurance 
products. The Team emailed PRA following research on PRA. The Team did not find any sustainability disclosure and 
inquired if PRA is considering publishing a sustainability report. The Team also encouraged PRA to eliminate the 
classified board, to provide shareholders with the right to act by written consent, and to provide the shareholder right 
to call special meetings. The Investor Relations Manager responded and indicated there will be enhanced disclosure 
concerning human capital in the 10-K as well as disclosure in the Proxy Statement describing PRA’s response 
to COVID and ongoing Diversity Equity & Inclusion initiative. He communicated the Board regularly reviews all 
aspects of corporate governance and believes the existing governance structure protects the interests of long-term 
shareholders.

7. Heritage Financial Corporation (ticker symbol HFWA):  HFWA operates as the bank holding company for Heritage 
Bank, which provides various financial services. The Team emailed HFWA following research on HFWA. The Team 
inquired if HFWA plans to prepare a sustainability report in accordance with a recognized standard. The Team sought 
diversity statistics, environmental data, metrics for employee training, and information about the supplier oversight 
program.

8. Bank OZK (ticker symbol OZK):  OZK provides various retail and commercial banking services. The Team emailed 
OZK following research on OZK. The Team inquired if OZK plans to increase its disclosure and if it will conform to 
GRI, SASB, or TCFD. The Team cited the information we seek, such as the extent to which sustainability criteria are 
considered in lending practices and the extent of lending to sustainable projects such as renewable energy; diversity 
disclosure that includes EEO-1 data; training metrics like the number of total training hours provided to employees; 
environmental data like GHG and energy use information; whistleblower claims by total number and categories; 
supplier oversight policies and any audits undertaken of suppliers; and a statement on climate change. The Team also 
encouraged OZK to have an independent Board Chairman. The Chief Credit & Admin Officer / Chairman Directors Loan 
Committee responded and indicated OZK appreciated the feedback and expects the 2020 ESG report to be published in 
the second quarter.

9. Globe Life Inc. (ticker symbol GL):  GL provides various life and supplemental health insurance products, and 
annuities to lower middle to middle income households. The Team sent a letter to GL following research on GL. 
The Team noted GL’s report does not follow a recognized reporting standard like GRI or SASB and inquired if GL is 
considering adopting a reporting standard for its next report. The Team encouraged GL to publish EEO-1 diversity 
statistics and inquired what steps GL is considering to improve the diversity of its supervisory/executive ranks. The 
Team noted data regarding training provided is missing and encouraged GL to provide this data. The Team also 
encouraged GL to disclose whistleblower claims, provide information about supplier oversight, and appoint an 
independent Chairman. Finally, the Team sought detailed disclosure of environmental data and a statement on the 
effect of climate change on GL’s operations and potential opportunities from it.

10. Helmerich & Payne, Inc. (ticker symbol HP):  HP primarily engages in drilling oil and gas wells for exploration and 
production companies. The Team had a call with HP to discuss the say-on-pay proposal. ISS indicated a vote against 
the say-on-pay proposal was warranted because there were problematic severance arrangements with certain NEOs 
who received cash severance upon their voluntary retirements. HP explained the company needed to reduce headcount 
due to the downturn and offered a voluntary separation program. The NEOs in question were part of the separation 
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program. HP noted restructuring was the prudent thing to do because of the downturn, and it was in the best interest 
of shareholders. The Team also discussed sustainability and noted HP lacked sufficient disclosure. HP explained the 
company hired a sustainability manager, who is pulling together information. HP is moving toward publishing a 
sustainability report and wants to ensure the data is accurate.

The Team engaged with the below issuers following shareholder outreach by the company. 

1. Starwood Property Trust, Inc. (ticker symbol STWD):  STWD is a real estate investment trust. STWD reached out 
to Boston Partners to discuss governance matters ahead of the proxy statement filing and annual meeting. The Team 
communicated that Boston Partners withheld votes from various director nominees at the 2020 annual meeting 
due to lack of gender diversity and inquired about increasing diversity on the Board. STWD indicated the company 
recognizes the importance of diversity and added a new director who offers a diverse perspective. The Team noted 
the Board is relatively small, which contributes to the low percentage of independent directors. STWD indicated the 
directors are engaged and having a small board is easier to work with administratively. The Team also communicated 
Boston Partners’ preference to have an independent Chairman separate from the CEO. STWD discussed the company’s 
ESG initiatives. STWD is working to update the disclosure. STWD is a signatory to PRI, performs environmental risk 
assessments for new investments, supports affordable housing, and issued debt as a Sustainability Bond. The Team 
recommended following a standard like GRI or SASB to include all the relevant information, such as GHG emissions, 
training hours, safety metrics, and diversity data.

2. Lowe's Companies, Inc. (ticker symbol LOW):  LOW is a home improvement retailer. LOW reached out to Boston 
Partners to discuss its ESG profile and commitments to sustainability. LOW described recent leadership team changes 
and a focus on diversity and inclusion. LOW provided an overview of the Board and of the company’s response to 
COVID. LOW described the three pillars of the Corporate Responsibility strategy: product sustainability, people and 
communities, and operational excellence. LOW conducted a new materiality assessment and a TCFD analysis. LOW 
noted its timber sourcing commitments and supplier standards. The Team inquired about science-based targets. LOW 
explained in order to be certified by SBTi, LOW would need a scope 3 GHG emissions target. LOW indicated its scope 1 
& 2 targets are in line with science-based standards. The Team inquired about customer take-back programs, and LOW 
described its recycling efforts. The Team inquired about supplier oversight, and LOW mentioned the Vendor Code of 
Conduct and explained there are factory audits conducted by third parties that cover social and environmental factors.

3. Hewlett Packard Enterprise Company (ticker symbol HPE):  HPE provides information technology solutions. 
HPE reached out to Boston Partners as part of its shareholder engagement efforts. The Team noted Boston Partners 
voted against one director at the 2020 annual meeting because she sat on more than four public company boards. 
HPE indicated she is no longer on five boards. HPE highlighted the company’s strategy and indicated the CEO and 
leadership team are aligned and executing against the strategy. HPE also noted an intensified effort around culture, 
engagement, and talent. The Team inquired about the environmental impacts of computer operations and what HPE is 
doing to make its operations less energy intensive. HPE explained offering things as a service improves efficiency, and 
HPE owns, operates, and maintains equipment that is used by many. This helps solve an over-provisioning equipment 
issue, and HPE can control how the equipment is managed and retired. The Team inquired about recruiting female 
employees since the tech industry lags in diversity. HPE recruits women and is involved in supporting girls in tech at 
an early age.

4. Everest Re Group, Ltd. (ticker symbol RE):  RE provides reinsurance and insurance products. RE contacted Boston 
Partners as part of its annual outreach to top investors. RE is planning to expand the proxy/ESG governance team. 
RE described the company’s response to the pandemic. Additionally, RE indicated diversity and inclusion has been a 
focus for the Board for years, and RE is working to expand its initiatives. RE described an effort to identify female and 
diverse employees with high potential and elevate them into roles with more seniority, and RE is looking at different 
universities for recruiting. RE described how it addresses climate change. RE recognizes climate risk is real, and climate 
is a focus for the company and industry. RE is also working on a fossil fuel position. The Team noted RE’s disclosure 
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lacked data regarding total training hours and supplier oversight. The Team also asked about RE’s progress on tracking 
energy usage and emissions. Finally, RE asked about compensation preferences or practices the Team has seen in 
relation to COVID.

5. AECOM (ticker symbol ACM):  ACM is an infrastructure consulting firm. ACM reached out to Boston Partners ahead 
of the annual meeting. ACM indicated the company has had periods of low levels of support on say-on-pay but the 
management team has turned over and ACM is elevating its governance to best-in-class status. Team noted ACM 
does not report on lobbying and encouraged ACM to think about reporting on lobbying activities. The Team noted 
that while ACM markets itself as providing sustainable solutions, the company’s ESG reporting is sparse. The Team 
indicated we are looking for more information about GHG emissions, diversity, training, and supplier oversight. ACM 
communicated it is working on a report that will likely align with SASB and TCFD and should be released this year. 
The Team inquired about diversity. ACM is making sure hiring managers across the globe understand diversity is a 
priority.

6. AmerisourceBergen Corporation (ticker symbol ABC):  ABC sources and distributes pharmaceutical products. ABC 
reached out to Boston Partners ahead of the annual meeting. ABC communicated governance highlights. There is 
a shareholder proposal requesting ABC adopt a policy that the Chair of the Board be an independent director. The 
Board holds the view that there should be flexibility. The Team communicated it is Boston Partners’ standard position 
to support proposals requiring an independent chairman. The Team also indicated Boston Partners intended to vote 
against management on the say-on-pay proposal. ABC uses adjusted results for incentive awards and excluded a 
$6.6 billion opioid litigation charge. ABC provided more information about the compensation plan. ABC also noted 
highlights of the recently released global sustainability report. ABC has made progress in terms of diversity and 
inclusion, and ABC is focused on climate adaptation, reducing emissions, and driving efficiency.

Proxy Voting: 

The Team sent a letter to the following issuers informing each issuer of Boston Partners’ proxy vote against management.

1. Siemens AG (ticker symbol SIE GR):  Voted for an article amendment that would allow shareholders to ask questions 
during virtual shareholder meetings. This would help facilitate the exchange of information between shareholders and 
the company and serves as an important accountability mechanism.

2. Tesco Plc (ticker symbol TSCO LN):  Voted against the issuance of equity due to dilution concerns. 

3. Tyson Foods, Inc. (ticker symbol TSN):  Voted for a report on human rights due diligence due to concerns over the 
handling of COVID-19 and because the company lags peers in terms of process transparency and remediation efforts 
according to several independent human rights assessments. Voted for a recapitalization plan for all stocks to have one 
vote per share. Simplified capital structures where voting interests are proportional to economic interests are generally 
preferable to dual class structures where management or founding families own super-voting stock.

4. SMART Global Holdings, Inc. (ticker symbol SGH):  Voted against two director nominees because they are incumbent 
members of the nominating committee, the board has seven or more members, and does not have at least two board 
members that are not of the majority board gender. Boston Partners supports diversity in leadership. Further, one of 
the director nominees is non-independent and serves as a member of the Compensation and Nominating committees. 
The presence of non‐independent directors on key committees may diminish the committees' ability to oversee 
management objectively. Voted against amendments to the company’s omnibus stock plan due to several concerns. 

5. Spar Group Ltd (ticker symbol SPP SJ):  Voted against one director nominee because he is stepping down as CEO 
on 1 March 2021 and will remain on the Board as Non-Executive Chair. This is not consistent with local market best 
practice. The ability of a chief executive to implement a fresh strategic direction may be impaired by his predecessor 
acting as Chair.
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6. ZAGG Inc. (ticker symbol ZAGG):  Voted against an advisory vote on golden parachutes. While cash severance is 
double trigger and reasonably based, outstanding equity awards would auto-accelerate at the time of the merger 
(single trigger). In addition, the CEO is set to receive a relatively large single-trigger retention award, up to $2 million, 
in connection with the transaction.

7. Beacon Roofing Supply, Inc. (ticker symbol BECN):  Withheld votes from three director nominees because they are 
incumbent members of the nominating committee, the board has seven or more members, and does not have at least 
two board members that are not of the majority board gender.

8. Grand Korea Leisure Co., Ltd. (ticker symbol 114090 KS):  Voted against four director nominees because Korean 
companies are not required to elaborate on the experience or qualification of director nominees. Based on the 
disclosed information, votes for the other two inside director nominees on the ballot was warranted because they 
have implemented a cashless system for the first time in the Korean casino industry and participated in various public 
service projects such as environmental improvement around Incheon Airport.

9. Apple Inc. (ticker symbol AAPL):  Voted for a proxy access amendment because the proposed amendment would 
enhance the company's existing right for shareholders. The amendment permits the nomination of at least two proxy 
access candidates while maintaining necessary safeguards on the nomination process.

Boston Partners voted the following number of proxies:

Number of meetings:  29
Number of issues:  373

Disclosure

This document is not an offering of securities nor is it intended to provide investment advice. The specific securities identified and described 
do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold or recommended for advisory clients. It should not be assumed that investments in 
these securities were or will be profitable. It is intended for information purposes only.


